
And many people 11iave the idea that the universe came into being at the time when

man was,vreated. There again we don't know. If some tody wants to say there

were billions of years after the earth came into existence before Adam was

created, I s ay that-" don't know. The Bible does not state)( what the time

was between the creation pf this earth and the creation of Adam. And nowadays
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we hear about the ma galaxies billions of sunk,many of them larger than our

sun, each of these galaxies with millions of suns, I don't think the Bible

says that all of these came into existence the same day that our earth came

into existence. "In the beginning God created the heaven and the earth."

When any-thing began, God began it. God caused things to come into existence.

For all I know, He may have made many galaxies before this one was created, but

this one was created, and He my have had many worlds in existence before He

brought this o e into existence, but I don't know. And that, of course, is

one place where the Evolutionist got the bi jump because before DarwinJ4t,ZW'V
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suggested,,ery stroniy that there were long periods of time between the layiny
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down of the suraces of the earth and the evidence is mighty strong for that.

And I don't1think controdIcs any ing in the Bible. And people didn't get

excited It was only when Evolutipn got tied up with it that they did. Now
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I have a very good plaee..to join with another man to publish a book on theAl. -4 t A
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flood which -is4en. particularly by the othei% that all strata of the earth

came into existence through the floood. if he wants to believe that I have

no obiection. I Don't find it in the Bible. I don't think the Bible tells us

that God made all these' 4 throu h the flood. I don't think the Bible says

how they were made and if the geologist has evidence for one theory I 'i not

t%it1Wø
ready to fight him. If a geologist wants to say it took t 4*ds of years to

make this stratum, maybe he is right, maybe he is wrong. Some of their theories

sound rather wild to me, but there are othpr points at which I think they have

mighty good arguments, but I don't thIn1the Bible states. What then is our

attitude toward Evolution? Well, tFxe Evolution in the extensive viey that al /
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things come from one simple beginning. Even if some Evolutionist' *'a1kadeei
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